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Abstract: This paper addresses the problem of navigating an autonomous moving
entity in an environment with both stationary and movable obstacles. If a movable
obstacle blocks the path of the entity attempting to reach its goal configuration,
the entity is allowed to alter the placement of the obstacle by manipulation (e.g.
pushing or pulling), to clear its path. This paper presents a probabilistically complete
framework for solving path planning problems among movable obstacles. Heuristics
are presented to provide efficient solutions for problems in environments encountered
in practical situations.

1 Introduction

Motion planning [8] has been an active area of research for three decades.
Over the past years the motivation has gradually extended from the tradi-
tional robotics context toward applications in computer-assisted training and
advanced games. These applications feature planning problems of huge com-
plexity, as they involve many (often human) entities with large numbers of
degrees of freedom. The entities move in environments that are not necessar-
ily fixed but can or even must (in the light of the objective of the training
or game) be modified by the entities. As complete solutions (that guarantee
a solution provided one exists) to motion planning are only feasible for prob-
lems involving a few degrees of freedom, research has led to approaches that
provide a weaker form of completeness. A particularly successful approach
that is suited for complex problems is the probabilistic roadmap method [6]
in which a roadmap of the free space is built incrementally. After creation, the
roadmap can be queried for a collision-free path for the moving entity. Over
the past decade, many planners based on this principle have been proposed.

We explore the relatively unaddressed problem of planning the motions
of a moving entity in an environment inhabited by both stationary and mov-
able obstacles. Our motivation comes from an ultimate wish to automatically
generate visually-convincing motions for computer-controlled entities in vir-
tual environments and games. A rigorous way to plan motions among sta-
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tionary and moving obstacles would be to consider the problem in the high-
dimensional composite configuration space of the moving entity and the mov-
able obstacles. Unfortunately, in all but the simplest instances the complexity
is too high to efficiently find a solution.

However, with our motivation in mind, we believe that the above costly
approach is not required. A human entity moving in a realistic (e.g. office)
environment will plan his or her motions on the basis of knowledge about
the layout of the stationary features of the environment. While executing
the path, the entity may encounter movable obstacles such as a chair or a
trolley with supplies standing in the way, or a door that is closed. If the
entity encounters such movable obstacles it will try to move them out of the
way by manipulating them or by getting around them, so that it will be able
to continue its predetermined path. Only if the required manipulations get
truly complicated or require a lot of effort, the entity may start to explore
alternative paths toward the goal. Since it is our aim to provide convincing
motions of entities, we want the planner to follow a similar strategy.

The difference between our approach and that in the composite configura-
tion space resembles the difference between decoupled [5] and centralized [10]
planning for multiple robots. As in decoupled planning we approach the prob-
lem in a lower-dimensional configuration space taking into account stationary
features only. The resulting path is subsequently adjusted to resolve collisions
with non-stationary features.

Rearrangement planning [1,2] is a problem closely related to motion plan-
ning among movable obstacles. Here, an entity also navigates in an envi-
ronment among movable obstacles, but the goal is not defined in terms of
a configuration for the entity, but rather in terms of configurations for the
movable obstacles. Even though rearrangement planning has had consider-
able attention over the years, motion planning among movable obstacles has
not.

Wilfong [13] has shown that motion planning among movable obstacles is
NP-hard. Chen and Hwang [4] created a grid based planner that heuristically
tries to minimize the cost to move obstacles out of the way. To reduce the
cost, they only consider a very limited number of different states. With their
planner they are able to solve some simple but realistic problems.

Another planner is the one developed by Stilman and Kuffner [12]. Their
global approach uses the fact that the free space of the entity consists of mul-
tiple connected components. If start and goal are not in the same connected
component then the entity uses manipulation to move obstacles to try to join
connected components. To detect if a manipulation action has succeeded, a
grid based approach is used. To manipulate an obstacle, contact points are
sampled and a set of primitive actions is applied to those points. The can-
didate obstacles for manipulation are found by using an A∗ search on a grid
from the current position of the entity to the goal. Obstacles encountered dur-
ing this search are the candidates. In case of failure, backtracking is used. The
authors prove that their planner is resolution complete for a class of problems
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they call LP1, analogous to the LP1 class in rearrangement planning [2]. The
LP1 class contains problems in which disjoint components of the free space
can be merged by moving a single obstacle. Stated differently, only if an ob-
stacle blocks the path of the entity directly, it will be manipulated. Problems
that require the manipulation of an obstacle that blocks another obstacle will
not be solved. An example of an LP1 problem is shown as Figure 1a.

Fig. 1. Rooms consisting of couches, tables and chairs. The entity is represented as
the light colored object. The goal for the entity is to leave the room. (a) Moving only
the couch is enough to open the path to another room (LP1). (b) First the table
has to be moved before the couch can be moved (LP2). (c) The couch is blocked by
the round tables which on their turn are blocked by the chairs (LP3).

Solving a motion planning problem among stationary and movable obsta-
cles can be regarded as finding an alternating sequence of motions toward
a movable obstacle and manipulation of these obstacles until the goal con-
figuration is reachable without further manipulation. In this paper a novel
framework is presented based on the expansion of a so-called action tree. This
action tree represents the complete set of motions toward movable obstacles
and manipulations of movable obstacles in every order. Finding a motion plan
is equivalent to finding a path in the action tree. If the problem gets more
complicated (i.e. more movable obstacles are involved), the construction of
the complete action tree may become infeasible. Therefore, we present heuris-
tics inspired by problems encountered in practical applications that guide the
construction process of the action tree in favor of promising tree nodes. The
class of problems that can be solved using our planner is LP [2], i.e., the
set of problems that can be solved by a sequence of manipulations (Figures
1b+c). In contrast to the LP1 class, the LP class contains problems for which
movable obstacles have to be manipulated that do not directly block the path
of the entity. For example, the manipulation of a movable obstacle can be
blocked by another movable obstacle for which the manipulation is blocked
by yet another movable obstacle etc. During the manipulation of a movable
obstacle, the other movable obstacles are assumed to be stationary.

This paper is arranged as follows, first in Section 2, we will describe the
problem in more detail and state some properties for the solution. Next, in
Sections 3 and 4 the action tree and its properties are presented. The heuristics
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to guide the search process are described in Section 5. Finally, results of our
experiments in are presented in Section 6.

2 Problem statement and preliminaries

Let E be an entity defined in a workspace that, besides stationary obstacles,
contains k movable obstacles (or movables for short) M = {M1, M2, ...Mk}.
All movables are assumed to be closed sets. A movable Mi cannot move by
itself, but can only be moved by E if Mi is first grasped by E. The distance
between two objects Oi and Oj is denoted by d(Oi, Oj), which is the Euclidean
distance between the two points on the boundary of Oi and Oj that are closest
together. If the Euclidean distance between points p and q is denoted by e(p, q)
and int(O) denotes the interior of object O, then:

d(Oi, Oj) =







min
p∈Oi,q∈Oj

e(p, q) if int(Oi) ∩ int(Oj) = ∅

∞ if int(Oi) ∩ int(Oj) 6= ∅

Mi is only said to be grasped by E if d(E, Mi) = 0. If Mi is grasped by
E, the combination of E and Mi is denoted by ME

i . A physical model is used
to define the set of possible motions of ME

i , depending on the forces that E

is able to apply to Mi. This model can also describe the potential positions
on the boundary of Mi where grasps are allowed. Since the physical model is
highly dependent on the specific capabilities of E and the properties of the
environment, we use a simplified model in which E is capable to push/pull a
movable in any direction and grasp it whenever d(E, Mi) = 0. Other models
can be used without affecting the algorithm. We do not allow E to manipulate
two movables at the same time.

Our goal is to create a motion plan for E from a given start to a given
goal configuration. The behavior of E should be convincing compared to the
behavior of its real (e.g. human) counterpart. For example, if a human has
the choice between moving multiple obstacles that block a door and taking
a small detour, it will most likely do the latter. Also most problems will
be solved locally, i.e. a blocking movable will not have to be pushed a long
distance before E will be able to move around it.

In this paper we introduce the concept of an action tree. The action tree
is a general framework for solving motion planning problems among movable
obstacles. In contrast to a roadmap graph, which represents the free config-
uration space, the action tree represents the different actions E can perform
given the configurations of the movables. Using this framework, a planner is
presented that uses heuristics to guide the search process through the action
tree in order to efficiently find a solution.

3 Action tree

In the basic motion planning problem all obstacles are stationary. Here, the
movables can also change position during the execution of the planning al-
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gorithm. Therefore we introduce the notion of a worldstate that encodes the
placement of all non-stationary obstacles, i.e. entity E and movables M .

Definition 1 (Worldstate). A worldstate W = (we, w1, ..., wi, ..., wk) de-

scribes the configuration of E and the configurations of all movables in M .

A worldstate is essentially a point in the composite configuration space of
E and M . As stated before however, we will not solve the planning problem
in this composite configuration space.

We will define two basic actions that are used to transform one world-
state into another. The first action is grasp(Mi). A successful call to
grasp(Mi) transforms worldstate W = (we, w1, ..., wi, ..., wk) into worldstate
W ′ = (w′

e, w1, ..., wi, ..., wk) satisfying d(E[w′

e], Mi[wi]) = 0, else it reports
failure. grasp(Mi), moves E from its current configuration we to a randomly
selected configuration w′

e on the boundary of Mi. If Mi cannot be grasped
(because E is not able to reach the boundary of Mi) the action reports fail-
ure. Note that if d(E[we], Mi[wi]) = 0, the grasp(Mi) action has the effect
of re-grasping Mi at another location. A re-grasp can be useful if the current
grasp does not suffice, for example if the room for ME

i to maneuver is limited.
The second action is manip(ME

i ), which tries to manipulate the cur-
rently grasped movable. A successful call to manip(ME

i ) transforms world-
state W = (we, w1, ..., wi, ..., wk) with d(E[we], Mi[wi]) = 0 into worldstate
W ′ = (w′

e, w1, ..., w
′

i, ..., wk) with d(E[w′

e], Mi[w
′

i]) = 0. manip(ME
i ) results in

a joint motion of Mi and E satisfying the constraints imposed by the physical
model from their current configuration to a randomly selected configuration. If
manip(ME

i ) does not succeed, for example because the physical model forbids
the manipulation or a collision occurs, manip(ME

i ) reports failure.
We now define the action tree TA that represents all valid actions in all

possible orders.

Definition 2 (Action Tree). The action tree is a description of the space of

all valid actions. Every node of the tree corresponds to a worldstate. The edges

between the nodes represent the action (grasp() or manip()) that results in

the transformation from one worldstate to another worldstate.

At every node n of TA, a worldstate W (n) is associated. TA consists of two
types of nodes: manipulation nodes are the result of a call to manip(), grasp

nodes are the result of a call to grasp(). A manipulation node will never have
a child node that is also a manipulation node. This can be seen as follows.
Suppose manipulation node n has a child node m that is also a manipulation
node. Then node m could also have been a direct child of the parent of n (e.g.
a sibling of n). The same holds for grasp nodes, a grasp node will never have
another grasp node as a child because the second movable should have been
grasped at once without first grasping the first one. Therefore a grasp node
will always have a manipulation node as a parent and vice versa. We do not
allow E to grasp two movables at the same time.
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After initializing the algorithm by associating the initial worldstate to
the root node ns of TA, the algorithm constructs TA by expanding nodes.
The expansion of a manipulation node adds a child node in which a movable
is grasped at a random configuration; this may also be a re-grasp of the
currently grasped movable. The expansion of a grasp node adds a child node
that manipulates the currently grasped movable.

After the addition of a manipulation node n to TA, E may be able to reach
its destination. If a grasp node is added, this is not possible since no movables
have changed their configuration. After manipulating a movable though, a
new path may have emerged that brings E to its goal. Therefore after the
addition of a manipulation node to TA, the algorithm checks whether E can
reach its goal configuration. If this succeeds, the algorithm terminates, if not,
the construction of TA continues. An example of the construction of an action
tree is shown in Figure 2.

1
4

3

2

1 4 3 3 4 3 31

4 31

4 314 31 3 3

3

2 3 1 2 3 1

2 3 1

Fig. 2. Example of the construction of TA. Left the the action tree TA is shown, at
the right the corresponding workspaces. The circle nodes in TA are the grasp nodes,
the triangles are the manipulation nodes. The square nodes are the start and goal
configurations. The dashed nodes are omitted parts of TA that did not contribute
to the final solution or were unfeasible. In the first workspace, the start position of
E is shown in the top left, the goal in the top right.

A motion plan is a finite alternating sequence of grasp and manipulation
actions. In the action tree such a plan is represented by a path from the root
to another node. If the physical model is such that during a manipulation ME

i

behaves as a rigid body and the physical model imposes no nonholonomic con-
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straints on the motion, then, eventually every possible grasp and manipulation
action will be represented in TA. Also if nodes in TA are selected randomly
for expansion, every possible order of such actions will be represented by a
path in TA from the root node to another node. Therefore the framework of
the action tree is probabilistically complete.

4 Realization of the action tree

In this section we will describe how to implement the necessary building blocks
for the action tree. In scenes encountered in practical settings, we have ob-
served that after a few expansions of a node, further expansion rarely led to
more progress. For that reason we only expand nodes once (i.e. only leaves
in TA are expanded) but add multiple child nodes at once. If a manipulation
node is selected for expansion, k children are added all grasping a different
movable (including the current one). The expansion of grasp node adds a
number of child nodes that manipulate the currently grasped movable.

To grasp a movable or to check whether the goal configuration can be
reached, a graph G is used. G represents the free space for E with respect
to the stationary obstacles. It should preferably contain cycles to provide
alternative routes. Any path planning technique that results in a graph for E

that represents feasible paths can be used to create G. A well known example
of such a technique is the probabilistic roadmap method [6]. Without loss of
generality, we will assume that the start and goal configurations for E are
configurations in G.

4.1 Checking if the goal can be reached

After the addition of a manipulation node n, E may be able to reach its desti-
nation. Since G is collision free for the stationary obstacles only, it needs to be
updated according to W (n). Edges in G that collide with one of the movables
have to be invalidated such that queries are guaranteed to be collision free.

A manipulation transforms worldstate W (p(n)) = (we, w1, ..., wi, ..., wk) to
worldstate W ′(n) = (w′

e, w1, ..., w
′

i, ..., wk), where p(n) is the parent of node n.
To be able to quickly update G for a given worldstate, at every manipulation
node, a list of invalidated edges of G is stored. This list is equivalent to the
list of p(n) except for edges that intersect with either Mi[wi] or Mi[w

′

i]. Only
these edges have to be collision checked against Mi. To find these efficiently,
the endpoints of the edges are stored in a Kd-tree [3]. A Kd-tree allows for
quickly identifying the edges that are close to wi so that they can be checked
for collision. When the root node is added to TA, G needs to be checked once
against all movables in order to create the initial list of invalidated edges.
Grasp nodes simply copy the list from their parent. After updating G, w′

e is
connected to G using standard procedures from motion planning. Finally, a
query is performed to see if E can reach its destination.
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4.2 Grasping a movable obstacle

The grasp(Mi[wi]) action creates a path for E from its current configuration
we to w′

e where d(E[w′

e], Mi[wi]) = 0. Here, w′

e is a randomly chosen grasp
on the boundary of Mi. Depending on the application, the selection of grasp
configurations can be customized. As described in the previous section, G is
updated w.r.t. the current worldstate. Next, we and w′

e are attempted to be
connected to G. If this succeeds, a query can be executed between we and w′

e.
If the query is successful, a new node is added to TA.

4.3 Manipulating a movable obstacle

After E has grasped Mi, resulting in a grasp node, it will try to manipulate Mi

by executing the manip(ME
i ) action. To move ME

i we will use an approach
based on the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) algorithm [9]. An RRT
is aimed at growing a tree from a given start configuration in an attempt to
cover the free space. Here, the RRT operates in the configuration space of
ME

i where all movables Mj with i 6= j are considered stationary. An RRT
quickly generates many different paths away from the start configuration. This
property is very useful in our situation because our target is to move ME

i away
from its current configuration to many different goal configurations.

The vertices1 in the RRT represent configurations for ME
i . The edges

represent paths between them. The RRT algorithm works as follows. First
the start configuration is added to the RRT as a vertex. Next, a random (not
necessarily collision free) configuration cr = (we, wi) with d(E[we], Mi[wi]) =
0 for ME

i is generated. The nearest configuration cn = (w′

e, w
′

i) in the RRT
to cr is found (not necessarily a vertex of the RRT) and a path is tested
for collision moving from cn to cr. If cr is reached, it is added as a vertex
to the RRT together with the edge (cn, cr). If a collision occurs before cr is
reached, the last collision free configuration cs = (w′′

e , w′′

i ) is added to the
RRT together with the edge (cn, cs). This process is repeated until some stop
criterion is met.

The RRT algorithm needs to check whether a path exists between cn and
cr. To verify the existence of such a path a local planner is used in many
sampling based motion planning techniques. Given two configurations the lo-
cal planner checks whether the path between them is feasible. Because of the
many collision checks involved, a call to a local planner may be relatively ex-
pensive. Therefore, usually the local planner only checks whether the straight
line connection between two configurations is feasible. Rotational parameters
are often interpolated. In our algorithm, the generated path also needs to
comply with the physical model for the specific type of manipulation (e.g.
pushing/pulling). The local planner is allowed to use any physical model as

1 Note the difference between the action tree that contains nodes, and the RRT
that contains vertices.
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long as it is capable of deciding whether a manipulation path exists between
two configurations or, in case of a collision, what the closest reachable config-
uration is to cr.

Since the RRT algorithm works incrementally by nature, it is easy to
implement our manip() action using an RRT. Every grasp node n contains
an RRT. The child nodes of n (which are all manipulation nodes) represent
the vertices of that RRT.

We have now described all the building blocks necessary for expanding a
node. Algorithm 1 shows how a node is expanded. Calling this function with
ns (that contains the initial worldstate), initiates the creation of TA. Nodes
are expanded in a breadth first manner to provide an optimal solution. In
the next section, we will describe heuristics to tailor this concept to problem
settings encountered in practical settings.

Algorithm 1 ExpandNode (ns, G, Wg)

1: if ns.type = ManipulationNode then

2: for all Mi ∈M do

3: W ′ ← Grasp (Mi, W (ns)) {grasp Mi at a random position}
4: if W ′ 6= null then

5: ns.AddChild(W ′) {add a grasp node}
6: else {ns is a grasp node}
7: ns.InitRRT () {ns is the container of the RRT}
8: for i = 0 to MaxRRTVertices do

9: W ′ ← ExtendRRT (W (ns))
10: if W ′ 6= null then

11: ns.AddChild(W ′) {add a manipulation node}
12: UpdateEntityGraph(G,W ′) {update G for W ′}
13: if PathExists(G, W ′, Wg) {is there a path to Wg?} then

14: return PathFound {the goal can be reached}
15: for i = 1 to ns.nrChildren do

16: ExpandNode (ns.Child[i], G, Wg)

5 Planner

Although breadth-first expansion of TA guarantees an exhaustive exploration
of all possible sequences of manipulations, this strategy becomes computa-
tionally expensive or even infeasible when the number of movables is large.
In problems encountered in practical settings however, only a small subset
of the movables are involved in the final motion plan of E. In that respect,
many nodes of TA will most likely not contribute to the final solution. For
example, if a motion plan needs to be created that moves E from room A to
B, then often the movables present in room C will not be part of the final
motion plan. On the other hand, a movable that is not directly impeding the
path of E, may very well be blocking the manipulation of another movable
and because of that be part of a feasible motion plan. Because of the above
considerations, expanding nodes in a breadth first search manner is not the
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most efficient way to find a motion plan. In this section we will describe how
to focus the expansion process toward promising nodes, such that a solution
can be found rapidly without affecting the probability of finding a solution.

5.1 Choosing a path through the action tree

Instead of expanding TA in a breadth first manner, we will use heuristics to
guide the expansion process. To be able to do this, every node n is assigned
a probability q(n). The following holds:

∑

m∈children(n)

q(m) = 1 (1)

Nodes are now selected for expansion by creating a path from the root node
to a not yet expanded node (a leaf). Starting at the root (having probability
1), a child node is selected randomly based on its probability. This process is
repeated until a leaf is reached. Then that leaf is selected for expansion.

After expanding a node n, all its children are initially assigned equal prob-
abilities. Later on in the process we will increase probabilities for a node
depending on the progress that is made. For example, if n is successful in
getting closer to the goal, q(n) is increased. Increasing q(n) should not vio-
late Equation 1. In addition we must assure that q(n) never reaches 0 as this
would exclude its selection. If q(n) is already very high (e.g. q(n) = 0.95),
there is little reason to increase it more. Using the above observations, we use
the following procedure to adapt the probabilities: a fraction f ∈ [0, 1] is used
to increase q(n) of a node n. We denote the updated value of the probability
of n by q′(n). The siblings of node n are denoted by the set S(n).

q′(n) = (1 − q(n))f + q(n) (2)

∀
m∈S(n)

: q′(m) = q(m)(1 − f) (3)

Similarly if, after the expansion of a node, no or little progress is made,
the probabilities of selecting that node should be decreased. The following
procedure is used to decrease the probabilities of node n if n has at least one
sibling:

q′(n) = q(n) − f · q(n) (4)

∀
m∈S(n)

: q′(m) =
1 − q(m)

|S(n)| − 1 + q(n)
f · q(n) + q(m) (5)

Equations 2-5 lead to the following lemma, for which the proof is omitted:

Lemma 1. The updates given by Equations 2 and 3 and by 4 and 5 maintain

Equation 1.
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The probability that n will be selected for expansion is: q(n)·
∏

m∈ancestors(n)

q(m).

If q(n) is increased (at the expense of its siblings), the probability of n being
selected will increase only by a small amount (especially when n is not close
to the root). To solve this issue, the increased probability of n is propagated

along the path from n to the root, i.e. the probabilities of all ancestors of n

are increased as well. We must make sure however that after a few updates,
the probabilities of nodes higher in the tree do not become too high. If we
consider the path from n to the root, the further away a node n′ is from n,
the less similarity between W (n) and W (n′). Therefore f is lowered during
the propagation. The procedures to increase and decrease the probabilities of
nodes are shown as Algorithms 2a and 2b.

Algorithm 2 (a) Increasing and (b) decreasing probabilities

IncreaseProbability (n, f) DecreaseProbability (n, f)

1: q′(n) = (1− q(n)) · f + q(n)
2: for all m ∈ S(n) do

3: q′(m) = q(m) ∗ (1− f)
4: f = factor ∗ f {lower f by a factor}
5: IncreaseProbability (p(n), f)

1: if |S(n)| > 1 then

2: q′(n) = q(n) − f · q(n)
3: for all m ∈ S(n) do

4: q′(m) = 1−q(m)
|S(n)|−1+q(n)

+ q(m)

5: f = factor ∗ f {lower f by a factor}
6: DecreaseProbability (p(n), f)

An example of increasing the probability of a node is shown in Figure 3.
Since only the nodes (and their children) on the path from n to the root are
updated, the cost of the propagation is O(r), where r is the rank of n.

1.00

0.53

0.160.410.370.06

0.20

0.090.260.310.11

0.27

0.23

1.00

0.32

0.580.200.190.03

0.12

0.060.180.210.08

0.56

0.47

n

f=
0.

5

f=0.5

f=0.4

f=0.32 0.09

x 0.8

x 0.8

Fig. 3. Increasing the probability of a node. The values in the nodes are the prob-
abilities. (a) The probability of node n is increased by a fraction of 0.5. If f is
propagated to the parent node, it is multiplied by a factor of 0.8 (shown left). (b)
The resulting probabilities after propagation using Algorithm 2a.

The value of the fraction f determines the global behavior of the algorithm.
If f is small, the differences between the probabilities of the nodes will not
be large, resulting in a breadth first type of expansion. If f is high however,
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a small number of nodes will receive a high probability, resulting in a more
depth first type of expansion.

5.2 Adapting probabilities

As stated before, often only a small subset of M will be blocking the path of
E. Therefore we will increase the probability of manipulating movables that
actually block the path of E. A movable Mi can block the path of E either
directly or indirectly. Directly blocking means that the path of E actually
collides with Mi, indirectly blocking means that some Mj , i 6= j blocks the
manipulation of Mi.

Directly blocking movable obstacles

After the expansion of a manipulation node n, it is checked whether E can
reach its destination (Section 4). If no path to the goal is found, it is necessary
to manipulate movables. Selecting a good movable candidate for manipulation
involves taking into account our target of creating convincing paths for E.
One of the properties of such a path is that a small detour is favorable over
manipulating many movables. Therefore a second version of G is created in
which no edges are invalidated but rather get a penalty when colliding with
one of the movables. This graph is denoted by Gp. The cost of traversing an
edge in Gp is a function of its length in C-space and the penalty. Using G,
Gp can be constructed by assigning a penalty to edges instead of invalidating
them. No additional collision checks are necessary to construct Gp.

After reconnecting E to the graph, a shortest path query on Gp, using for
example A∗ or D∗ Lite ( [11], [7]) yields a path that prefers to avoid movables.
By using the result of the query, the first colliding movable Mi on the path
to the goal in Gp can be easily determined. Mi is called a directly blocking

movable. The probability of the child node of n grasping Mi is increased.
The above procedure is repeated a few times to make sure that the expan-

sion process does not become too focused toward one path. For this, the edges
in Gp that collide with Mi are invalidated and a new query is initialized. If suc-
cessful, again the first colliding movable is determined and the corresponding
node’s probability is increased.

Indirectly blocking movable obstacles

Movables that block the path of E directly, can be determined by a shortest
path query. However, a movable can also block the manipulation action of
another movable, thus blocking the path of E indirectly (see Figure 4a for an
example). Using the properties of the RRT algorithm, these can be determined
easily. Recall that an RRT is extended by trying to create a path for ME

i from
the RRT to a randomly chosen configuration. If this random configuration is
not reached, ME

i collides with either a stationary obstacle or another movable
Mj (Figure 4b). In the latter case, Mj blocks the manipulation path of ME

i

and Mj is identified as an indirectly blocking movable.
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Fig. 4. E tries to pull the couch to the dotted target position. (a) The start of
the manipulation action. (b) The coffee table blocks the path. This configurations
is added to the RRT and the probability of the node in which the coffee table is
grasped is increased.

During the expansion of a grasp node n in which Mi is grasped (creat-
ing child nodes that are vertices of the RRT), if a blocking movable Mj is
encountered, the probability of the sibling of n that grasps Mj is increased
using Algorithm 2a. The more often Mj acts as indirectly blocking movable,
the more likely it is that Mj is selected for manipulation.

Decreasing probabilities
If a node n in TA has many successful descendants, q(n) will increase be-
cause of the propagation algorithm. However, if its descendants cease to make
progress, its probability should be lowered. For this, we need a method to
measure progress. A cheap measure of progress is the graph distance of E to
the destination in G. The current position of E is connected to G and using
a shortest path query to the destination provides an estimate of the current
distance to the goal. The distance estimate is saved in the node such that
the progress between a node and its parent can easily be determined. If no
or little progress is made, the probability of the node is decreased by a small
fraction using Algorithm 2b.

5.3 Lazy expansion

Expanding a node (Algorithm 1) can be a costly operation. Luckily many
operations can be postponed until the moment a node is actually selected
for expansion. Manipulation nodes contain child nodes that grasp a mov-
able. Checking the feasibility of the grasp (i.e. can the grasp configuration be
reached by E from its current configuration) is not necessary until the mo-
ment the child node is selected for expansion. So if a manipulation node is
chosen for expansion, it adds child nodes that represent grasps of movables
without verifying that such grasps actually exists.

If a child node is added to a grasp node, the entity graphs (G and Gp)
need to be updated. This update involves collision checks and is thus relatively
expensive. Only when the child node is selected for expansion this update
is necessary. Therefore the calculation of the update of G and Gp can be
postponed until the node is actually chosen for expansion.

If lazy expansion is used then it is uncertain if n is feasible at the moment
it is added to TA. Only if n is selected by the random process for expansion,
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its feasibility is checked. If it is not feasible, n is declared a dead end and
q(n) is set to 0. The probabilities of S(n) are updated such that Equation 1
is maintained. Now another random leaf node is selected for expansion.

6 Experiments

We implemented our algorithm in C++ and conducted experiments with three
scenes on a Pentium 2.40GHz with 1GB of memory. In all scenes the heuristics
as described in Section 5 were used. The different values for f were determined
experimentally and the same values turned out to be useful in all experiments.
A node grasping a blocking movable received an increase of its probability
using f = 0.8. The probabilities of nodes containing an indirectly blocking
movable were increased using f = 0.05 for every collision. If a new node did
not result in progress toward the goal, the probability of the corresponding
node was decreased using f = 0.2. The number of child nodes added to a grasp
node was at most 5, the edge penalty used in Gp was 100 times its length.

For the first experiment the LP3 scene of Figure 1c was used. Next, for
the second experiment, to verify that our method also scales to multiple indi-
rectly blocking movables, we took three versions of the scene of Figure 1c and
connected them together, effectively creating a problem involving a series of
three LP3 problems. The third scene is shown in Figure 5. The pitfall in this
scene is that the shortest path (shown as the dotted arrow) is blocked by an
immovable obstacle close to the goal. Thus, to reach a solution, the algorithm
probably needs backtracking (depending on the random choices). The fourth
experiment (Figure 6) has two indirectly blocking movables. For all scenes,
we conducted 100 experiments and averaged the results, shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of the experiments. The results were obtained by averaging 100
runs. The average tree size is the average total number of nodes in the tree.

Scene Avg. running time Avg. tree size Avg. rank of solution

1 1.06s 81 14.4
2 8.1s 167 43.8
3 29.0s 506 13.5
4 22.0s 400 23.3

7 Discussion

In this paper we have presented a probabilistically complete framework based
on an action tree to solve motion planning queries among movable obstacles.
The nodes of the tree represent worldstates, the edges the transitions between
the worldstates. During those transitions, the entity either manipulates one of
the movables or (re)grasps a movable. A path in the action tree represents a
motion plan. Constructing the complete action tree (in a breadth first search
manner) can be infeasible because of the huge number of nodes.

In environments encountered in practical settings often only a small sub-
set of the motion plans in the action tree are useful. Therefore we presented
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Fig. 5. The third scene. (a) The entity E is represented by a cylinder. The two solid
arrows show feasible paths, the dotted path results in a dead end (behind the first
movable is another one that blocks the manipulation of the first). (b) The situation
after the entity has reached its destination.

Fig. 6. The fourth scene. The entity needs to move from the top left to the right
bottom. (a) The two encircled movables are indirectly blocking movables. (b) The
situation after the entity has reached its destination.

heuristics that focus the node expansion process toward these motion plans.
This process is solely guided by adapting the probabilities of selecting nodes.
By continuously adapting these probabilities, using information gathered dur-
ing the process, an efficient algorithm is obtained that is capable of solving
realistic problems in reasonable running times.

An issue we did not address in this paper is smoothing. To smooth the
path of the entity during a grasp action, standard smoothing techniques can
be used. Also, since the final path is the result of a probabilistic process, some
nodes from the action tree in the solution may be redundant. A smoothing
procedure may be able to by-pass them.

Even though the heuristics are often successful in guiding the probabilis-
tic process in realistic problems, in certain situations the process may become
slow. This happens if many movables are close together and need to be ma-
nipulated in a certain order. If n movables are involved, there are n! sequences
of manipulating the movables. Since none of these result in overall progress,
many nodes get comparable probabilities resulting in breadth first search be-
havior. Experiments have also shown that sometimes computation time is
spent on parts of the action tree that are quite similar (e.g. they only slightly
differ in the configuration of a movable).
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A solution could be to use information gathered in the process not only
locally in the action tree but rather in all nodes that resemble the current
node in some aspects. For example, if a movable is impeding the entity in a
node, then its probability of manipulation should not only be increased in that
node but in all nodes that contain a similar subproblem. If the subproblem is
solved in one node, then a shortcut in the action tree could be added to all
other nodes. This type of extensions are the subject of current research.
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